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Spliethoff transports historic locomotive to Euroports
An historic diesel engine locomotive was discharged from Spliethoff’s vessel Floragracht by
Euroports Belgium in Antwerp.
Transported from Milwaukee on Lake Michigan in the United States an historic NS 2000 diesel
locomotive is being transported to the port of Antwerp for final destination The Netherlands.
Here the locomotive will be restored by a museum. The NS-locomotive 2000 is a diesel-electric
locomotive that was deployed by the Dutch Railways between 1946 and 1960.
“It is not often that a train rides on a vessel”, says Joost Dobbe vessel operator of Spliethoff,
“The train was safely stowed in the hold of the Floragracht at Milwaukee for the long journey
across the great Lakes, The Saint Lawrence Seaway, the Atlantic Ocean and finally the North
Sea to Euroports Belgium. We thank Euroports for its support to ensure the save transport of
this historic value.”
Bert Smet, account manager from Euroports adds, “We are specialized in handling many
different types of extraordinary cargo but a historical train is another unique project and we are
proud to be able to show Euroports’ operational excellence in co-operation with Spliethoff and
at the same time to support the preservation of heritage.”
The locomotive will eventually be part of the museum that is called ‘the mobile museum’ which
is a steam train between the city of Goes and Borsele, a municipality in the southwestern
Netherlands on Zuid-Beveland. The railway of the steam train Goes-Borsele crosses the
beautiful landscape of the province of Zeeland.
The shipment is carried out by the Cleveland Europe Express operated by Spliethoff in
Amsterdam. The service, now in its fourth year, is bringing line containers, bulk and breakbulk
project cargo to and from Europe to The Great Lakes. This is the only direct container service to
and from the Great Lakes. Next year the service will celebrate its 5th anniversary.

PHOTO: Loading of the train in Milwaukee Lake Michigan.

PHOTO: Discharge in Euroports Belgium.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About Spliethoff
Established in 1921, SpliethoffTM is the dry cargo and multipurpose specialist of the Spliethoff
GroupTM, which has built a reputation for its high quality standards and for being a reliable, loyal
partner over the decades. SpliethoffTM manages a fleet of over 50 modern, ice-classed,
multipurpose vessels, ranging from 12,000 to 23,000 tonnes. All vessels are sailing under the
Dutch flag and equipped with tween decks and cargo cranes. Additionally, the S-type vessels
are equipped with sideloaders, enabling fast and weather independent cargo operations of
products such as forest products and palletised cargoes.
Further information about Spliethoff can be found at www.spliethoff.com

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About Euroports
As one of the largest port infrastructure companies in Europe, Euroports develops, operates
and manages global maritime supply-chain solutions for international customers in various
industry sectors. Each year it handles more than 50 million tonnes of bulk, breakbulk, liquid and
containerised goods through the network of 26 port terminals. The company's mission is to be
the partner of choice in delivering the highest-quality solutions to customers in our target
industry sectors.
For more information on Euroports please contact: bert.smet@euroports.com

